Important note: “Turn Power ON”
To use the Fishman TriplePlay’s “Acoustic/Mix” and/or “wireless synth” capabilities, the system must be turned “ON” via the switch (Ø) on the backplate. However, for playing straight electric guitar sound (magnetic pickups), the system does not need to be engaged.

Dual Output Jack Diagram: Electric & Acoustic/Mix options

**Option A):** Straight electric guitar sound (going to electric guitar amp).

- **Top view of guitar**
  - Electric Output
  - Acoustic/Mix Output
  - Magnetic pickups sound only (True Bypass)

**Option B):** Electric & Acoustic guitar sounds (going to separate electric amp & acoustic amp or P.A. system).

- **Top view of guitar**
  - Electric Output
  - Acoustic/Mix Output
  - Magnetic pickups sound only (True Bypass)
  - Acoustic sound only

(*Note: If set to “Stereo”, the Acoustic/Mix output will not function)
**Important note:**

"Charging the TriplePlay™ controller"

Easily recharge the Fishman TriplePlay™ system after extended use by plugging the supplied adapter into a wall outlet or into your computer via USB port.

- Approximate charge time: 90 minutes
- Charge duration: Approx. 18-20 hours of battery life.

---

**Option C**: Mix output - Electric & Acoustic guitar sounds (going to electric amp or P.A. system).

- With TriplePlay™ “ON”
- Set to “Mono”

---

**Option D**: Stereo Y-Cable via mix output - Electric & Acoustic guitar sounds (going to separate electric amp & acoustic amp or P.A. system).

- With TriplePlay™ “ON”
- Set to “STEREO”

---
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